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Frequently Asked Questions 
Protect Quality After-School Programs by Increasing Funding for  

After School Education and Safety (ASES) Programs 
 
How are ASES programs affected by minimum wage increases, if programs are often 
already paying entry-level staff more than $11 per hour? 
 
Increases in the minimum wage impact ASES personnel costs in at least two ways.  First, as 
the minimum wage increases, this creates pressure to increase the wages of entry-level 
positions that are paid in a similar range.  For example, a job paying $12 per hour is 
relatively attractive for entry-level workers when the minimum wage is $8, but not so 
when it is $11.  Managing a group of 20 students in an after-school program is not a simple 
task that can be accomplished by an employee with limited skills and training. In order to 
attract qualified candidates to entry-level positions, programs must offer competitive 
wages.  If unable to do so, positions are difficult to fill and candidates are less likely to meet 
minimum qualifications.  Because programs are strictly bound to a 20:1 supervision ratio, 
vacancies lead to fewer students being served, and because ASES program revenue is based 
on ADA, this can result in reductions to grant awards, exacerbating the problem. 
 
Second, the increase in the minimum wage also impacts the ability to employ full-time Site 
Coordinators, which are called for in statute and who are critical to operating a high-quality 
program.  While not commonly known, employees who are classified as full-time “exempt” 
(which means exempt from overtime compensation due to the professional nature of their 
work) are required to be paid a salary equivalent to twice the minimum wage, in 
accordance with California Labor Code §515.  A number of ASES providers employ full-time 
exempt Site Coordinators who were paid a minimum annual salary of $33,280 when the 
minimum wage was $8.  Now, with the minimum wage at $10.50, this minimum annual 
salary is $43,680, and it will grow when the minimum wage increases to $11 on January 1, 
2018.  Without commensurate increases in revenue, it is nearly impossible to 
accommodate this salary increase, and programs have been forced to re-classify salaried 
employees to hourly.  This practice limits employees’ availability to participate in any 
activity that falls outside a normal 8-hour work day (i.e., early morning staff meetings, 
parent open house nights, etc.), impedes their ability to align after school services with the 
regular school day and generally depreciates the nature of their work. 
 
Would the increase come from Prop. 98, and if so, wouldn’t it be taking money from 
schools? 
 
While the additional funding for after-school programs would come out Proposition 98, it is 
an incredibly tiny amount of Proposition 98 funding, the funding goes to schools rather 
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than taking money from schools, and it benefits schools in helping disadvantaged students 
succeed.  
 
The actual increase in ASES funds called for represents less than 1/6th of one percent of the 
$65.1 billion in total Proposition 98 K-12 funding proposed for 2017-18.  Adding together 
the increase and existing ASES funding would account for just 1% of Proposition 98 
funding for K-12 – which is still less than the 1.1% of total Proposition 98 K-12 funding that 
ASES represented a decade ago.  Meanwhile, over the past decade ASES has not benefitted 
from any of the 33% increase in Proposition 98 K-12 funding. 
 
Increasing ASES funding will not take funding away from schools. ASES grantees are 
virtually always school districts, charter schools or county offices of education (and even in 
the rare instances where the grantee is a city, the funding still flows to schools).  In fact, this 
bill will actually increase resources to the highest poverty school sites.  Unlike Proposition 
98 dollars in general, this funding will directly serve the lowest income students in the 
state and expand their learning opportunities between the hours of 3 to 6. 
 
Increased ASES funding will also benefit schools because when high quality programs work 
in tandem with the school day – as is happening all over the state – school officials see 
improvements in student attendance, behavior and academic performance.  
 
Why not instead increase the match or increase the 1:20 student/staff ratio? 
 
To keep quality ASES programs going, there is no realistic alternative to increased ASES 
funding. Increasing the match requirement would not work.  There is already a sizable 33 
percent match (i.e., $50,000 for a typical $150,000 middle school grant).  Being difficult for 
programs to generate cash matches, the match is usually “in kind” rather than the cash 
contribution needed to raise staff salaries to address minimum wage increases.  Increasing 
the existing 20:1 student to staff is also not viable. The 20:1 staff ratio is already 
significantly greater than the 14:1 maximum ratio in school-age child care programs. 
Increasing the number of students per staff would make it even more difficult to provide 
high-quality programs, and also would likely result in increased insurance costs that offset 
any savings from needing fewer staff.  
 
What will the impact be if there isn’t a budget increase? 
 
Without a budget increase, California’s most vulnerable children and families will be left 
without quality services, as program quality continues to suffer and eventually programs 
risk being forced to close their doors altogether.  In the short term, programs already 
making cuts would offer students fewer academic supports and enrichment activities and 
end up with fewer qualified, stable and adequately-trained staff. And approximately 67,000 
students could lose access to after-school and program hours could be reduced, making it 
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harder for working families to get by.  This adds up to more dropouts, higher crime, more 
of our most vulnerable students being left behind, and the elimination of jobs for 
individuals that minimum wage and paid leave laws are supposed to benefit. 
 
Why can’t we leave it to districts to use their LCFF funding to address the minimum 
wage increase? 
 
The State needs to take responsibility for the ASES program because it is a protected state 
categorical program that was not eliminated to help create the Local Control Funding 
Formula.  In addition, the State increased the minimum wage and bears responsibility for 
helping state programs address the increase, just as it enacted similar increases for child 
care and preschool programs to help sustain program quality.  
 
LCFF is not the solution because it was intended to expand access to services, not simply 
maintain the status quo for underserved students or close budget deficits for existing 
programs like ASES.  In fact, the use of LCFF Supplemental & Concentration funds 
to sustain ASES programs may not be permissible because by law they must be used to 
“increase or improve” services for high-need students. 
 
Moreover, in practice few districts are investing LCFF dollars in ASES programs, and even 
those few investments don’t address increased personnel costs resulting from increases in 
the minimum wage and cost of living.  New investments are often focused on expanding 
access and services instead.  
 
After-school programs are also at a disadvantage competing for limited LCFF funds because 
districts are far more inclined to prioritize programs with district employees, including 
district-operated categorical programs eliminated under LCFF, than ASES programs that are 
typically operated by community-based organizations.  
 
Early education and child care are a priority for the Legislature, so why should 
legislators care about after-school programs?  
 
After-school and summer learning programs and early learning help achieve the same—
both academic and child care—goals.  Early childhood educators have smartly taken on the 
goal of kindergarten readiness, with the longer term goal that kids are reading on grade 
level by third grade, a critical early indicator for future success.  After-school and summer 
programs have invested heavily in reading support and literacy enrichment with the same 
goal - that kids love to read, and can do so proficiently, on grade-level.  The investment in 
early childhood is crucial but not sufficient.  We cannot end this investment when the child 
turns 5, as if we have completely prepared the child for successful outcomes.  An equal 
investment in high quality after-school programs gives children the continuum of 
engagement they need to truly succeed. In fact, the national grade-level reading campaign 
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has three core strategies: kindergarten readiness, reducing chronic absenteeism, and 
summer learning loss. Expanded learning programs are integral resources and supports for 
both increasing attendance and reducing summer learning loss. 
 
Also, like the child care system, after-school programs meet the child care needs of low-
income working families.  In fact, more children receive child care through after-school 
programs than through the state’s child care subsidy system (approximately 400,000 vs. 
360,000)— and close to 4 times more school-age children receive child care through ASES 
than through the child care subsidy system, which focuses on younger children.  Sustaining 
after-school programs therefore should be an essential part of any strategy to provide 
access to child care for low-income working families. 
 
In addition, ASES generally does not compete with child care funding, which is funded 
mainly outside of Proposition 98, the source of after-school funding. 
 
Does ASES, which was created as a universal program, really serve predominantly 
high-need students? 
 
Yes.  Schools with after-school and summer learning programs have an average of 81% of 
their students eligible for the federal free and reduce cost meals program, compared to the 
47% statewide average for schools without these programs.  Within the programs 
themselves, local data from Los Angeles shows that over 90% of participating students are 
low-income and over 40% are English Learners.  
 

Given that the most pressing issue in California education policy is the growing 
opportunity and achievement gap, how does ASES impact the growing disparities 
between students? 
 
Students spend more time out of school than in and how this time is spent is critical to 
closing the opportunity and achievement gap. Research has shown that: 
 

 Unequal summer learning opportunities, for example, are responsible for about two-
thirds of the ninth-grade achievement gap between lower- and higher-income youth; 

 Higher income youth are twice as likely than their lower income peers to access 
enrichment and after school skill-building activities such as sports, music, and art; and 

 By the time they reach 6th grade, middle class kids have likely spent 6,000 more hours 
learning than kids born into poverty. 

 
Expanded learning programs (after-school and summer) are essential to closing this gap 
because the majority of students served in publicly-funded programs are low-income 
students of color. Students that are actively engaged in these programs can gain 115 
additional days of learning that directly impacts the opportunity inequities. High-quality   
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programs have proven effective in a myriad of ways which are necessary for student 
success including: 
 

 Student engagement (attendance, youth voice, community involvement); 

 Achievement – math and literacy; 

 Social-emotional skill development such as confidence, self-efficacy, persistence, 
resilience, etc.; and 

 Reduction in risky behaviors – juvenile crime, dropout, drug/alcohol. 
 

What impact does the recently-enacted increase in the minimum wage (from $10 to 
$15 by 2022) have on the proposed increase to the ASES daily rate? 
 

While the increasing costs associated with the new minimum wage law make the proposed 
ASES increase even more urgent, the proposed $99.3 million budget increase focuses on 
the costs of running quality programs today and the impact the current minimum wage is 
already having.  As costs increase, more funding will be needed, which is why tying future 
funding to increases in the minimum wage is also important.   
 
How did you determine that the needed increase is $99.135 million? 
 
The $99.135 million increase addresses the $3 phased-in increase in the minimum wage 
since 2014, which raised the minimum wage from $8 to $11 effective January 1, 2018.  
Experts estimate that for every $1 increase in the minimum wage, a $0.50 increase per 
student is needed to adjust wages for after-school staff.  The $99.135 million reflects 1) a 
$1.25 increase from $7.50 daily per student per day to $8.75 daily per student for the first 
half of the 2017-18 school year when the minimum wage is $10.50, and 2) a $1.50 increase 
to $9 daily per student for the second half of the 2017-18 school year when the minimum 
wage becomes $11. 
 


